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The United States Men’s National Team (USMNT) for soccer is currently in disarray, 

infamously not qualifying for the World Cup in Russia 2018. The USMNT is unable 

to replicate the success of the United States Women’s National Team (USWNT) 

because of a lack of a consolidated youth development system in the nation. With the 

US set to host the FIFA World Cup in 2026 alongside Canada and Mexico, the stage 

is primed for the USMNT to make a comeback. A multi-use youth development 

center can unify and cultivate the growth of soccer in the heart of the nation, complete 

the historic L’Enfant plan, reinvigorate a faltering neighborhood, provide the 

structure needed for a future expansion academies nationally, attract domestic and 

international players to US Soccer, and be epicenter of a thriving sports community in 

the heart of the nation. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Brief History of Soccer in the United States 

The history of soccer in the United States of America is one of adaptation and 

growth, ultimately signifying the cultural mosaic that forged this nation. The United 

States is a nation of immigrants that over hundreds of years have imported various 

cultures, religions, ideologies, traditions, and forms of entertainment. Among these 

forms of entertainment is a sport that from its very roots has the characteristics of 

bridging the gap between the elite social classes of the world and the lower classes. 

This sport is known as football across most of the world and soccer in the US. The 

modern game of soccer originated in Britain in the 19th century initially meant as a 

game for high society school children but quickly made its way to the lower classes 

ultimately growing in stature as the working classes game. Soccer, much like any 

sport, had its growing pains in the US with the sport gaining popularity and then 

having that popularity diminish as trends changed. However, the sport made its way 

back onto college campuses by the 1860’s continuing its evolution into the structured 

and regulated game that it is today. For example, one earlier known variation of 

soccer was known as the Boston Game in which the rules of both rugby and soccer 

existed. Players were allowed to run with the ball but only if chased. If the player 

with the ball was no longer being pursued, he would be notified by his opponent and 

would have to stop running.1  

 
1 David Wangerin, Soccer in a Football World (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2008), 
accessed August 12, 2021, http://muse.jhu.edu/book/9782. 
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The game began to evolve more and more as teams that played under varying 

sets of rules began to play each other and therefore would need to come to an accord 

on which rules to play against each other under. One of the earliest attempts to 

formalize rules came when the London Football Association put together a set of 

rules that would satisfy multiple competing clubs in 1863. The term club can be used 

interchangeably with the term team as they are both still used to this day with club 

largely being used in world soccer and team being used US soccer.  

 

In 1866 came an attempt to homogenize both ‘Association Foot Ball’ and the 

‘Handling Game’ when Beadle and Co of New York published a set of rules that 

would dictate both games.2 This is important in the development of the modern game 

of soccer as it began to not only formalize rules across the nation allowing 

intercollegiate competition to occur but also allowed for rugby to develop as its own, 

more physical version of the game. The first intercollegiate game of soccer, played 

under a variation of the 1863 London FA rules, took place between Princeton and 

Rutgers Universities on November 6, 1876, with Rutgers ultimately winning the 

match 6 to 4. The ball was only allowed to be kicked or headed with free kicks being 

built in for fouls and points being scored through posts that were set 25 feet apart.3 

 

 Intercollegiate competition in the sport had begun with the likes of University 

of Pennsylvania and Columbia University forming teams and a codified form of 

 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
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football existing at Harvard, Princeton, and Yale. Through a number of years, the 

Foot Ball Game and Handling Game would continue to split opinions on which 

version of the game is better until Harvard beat Yale in an exhibition match they had 

arranged allowing for the ball to be both thrown and handled. Having beaten their 

arch-rivals by four goals and four touchdowns, Harvard began to prefer this format of 

the game and from there on out American football began to gain favor as the better 

and more scientific game to play. Due to their influential status, Harvard and Yale 

were able to facilitate the growth of American football which ultimately saw the 

demise of the Kicking Game as Princeton were one of the last to hold on to the game 

but could not overcome their pride to arrange matches with less prestigious schools. 

The Kicking Game would then disappear from the landscape of American sports for 

decades.4 

 

 Soccer then saw a revival of sorts when immigrants began to make their way 

to the United States with the census in 1890 finding that almost 15% of the nation’s 

population was foreign born with one out of seven being from England or Scotland 

where soccer had a solid grip. This allowed for the sport to gain popularity in 

immigrant strongholds throughout the country including in New England, in New 

Jersey around Ellis Island through which multitudes of immigrants arrived, and other 

large cities such as St. Louis, Missouri.5 Although the presence of soccer in the 

United States had clung on largely due to immigrants moving into the country and 

 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
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revitalizing the sport, the sport began to garner enough attention among the general 

public to attempt to formalize a number of times over the decades. One of the earliest 

attempts of making the sport a professional sport came with the invention of the 

American Soccer League which boosted American soccer enough to see them 

compete in the World Cup. The Great Depression promptly halted any advancement 

of the sport in the 1930’s with this hiatus lasting until the 1960’s. The figure below 

shows how far the US has made it in each World Cup since 1930 leading up to their 

round of 16 exit in Qatar 2022. 

 

 

Figure 1: USMNT Finishes in World Cup History (Source: Author) 

 

In 1968, another attempt to bring soccer back professionally was instituted with the 

creation of the North American Soccer League (NASL). Although this league too 

folded by 1984, it played a vital role in garnering international attention towards the 

soccer in the United States as it attracted the greatest soccer player of his time into the 
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league. This player was none other than Pele, the Brazilian superstar who had led his 

nation to three World Cup titles and scored 1,091 goals in his career leading his club 

team Santos to 21 titles.6 Signing a three-year deal for $2.8 million with the New 

York Cosmos saw him become the highest paid athlete in the world. 7 Despite being 

34 years old and not having played professionally in eight months, he single handedly 

brought in ten million people to watch the live broadcast of his debut match on CBS 

with the Cosmo’ home attendance tripling in just half of Pele’s first season at the 

Cosmos.8 Through a series of setbacks, the NASL was eventually left with just two 

clubs and folded by the end of the 1984 season.9 Despite folding, the NASL left a 

profound imprint on the landscape of soccer in the United States as it proved it can 

attract the world’s best players and garner attention both domestically and 

internationally. 

“Pele has elevated the game of soccer to heights never before attained in 

America and only Pele, with his status, incomparable talent and beloved 

compassion could have accomplished such a mission. The United States of 

America is deeply grateful”10 – President Carter, October 1, 1977 

 

1994 saw the United States successfully host the FIFA World Cup and as part 

of the bid the United States promised FIFA to begin a new league to continue 

 
6 “Pele at the Cosmos: Five Things to Know,” ESPN.Com, last modified June 15, 2015, accessed 
August 13, 2021, https://www.espn.com/soccer/blog/five-aside/77/post/2476374/pele-at-the-new-york-
cosmos-five-things-to-know. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Wangerin, Soccer in a Football World. 
10 “How Pelé Lit up Soccer in America and Left a Legacy Fit for a King,” The Guardian, last modified 
September 30, 2017, accessed August 13, 2021, 
http://www.theguardian.com/football/2017/sep/30/pele-soccer-america-new-york-cosmos. 
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building the sport in the nation. This saw the formation of Major League Soccer 

(MLS) in 1996 and this league has stuck around to the present day.11 The league’s 

highest honor is called the MLS Cup, a knockout tournament styled competition, 

much like the playoffs in the National Football League (NFL) and National 

Basketball Association (NBA), with the inaugural cup being won by DC United 

based out of Washington, DC. DC United is one of the founding clubs in the MLS 

alongside LA Galaxy based in Los Angeles, California which has won the most MLS 

Cups since the league began.12 It is important to note that the NASL not only set the 

groundwork for the MLS to be successful but also opened the door for the MLS to 

attract superstar signings. Although not nearly as accomplished on the international 

stage as Pele, David Beckham became one of the highest profile athletes to leave 

European football for the MLS raising the profile of both the MLS and American 

soccer on the world stage. While Pele came back from retirement to play for the 

Cosmos in the NASL, Beckham in 2007 was arguably in his prime while playing for 

one of the biggest clubs in the world, Real Madrid. This, on top of technology being 

far more advance than during the NASL days skyrocketed the allure of the MLS and 

opened the flood gates for several European superstars to join the MLS in the coming 

decades. This proved to be one of the pivotal events in the development of the MLS 

and ultimately helped it to succeed in the long run, even after Beckham’s departure 

and eventual retirement. Although one of the nails in the coffin of the NASL was 

rapid and unsustainable expansion, the MLS expanded over time, adding new clubs in 

 
11 “Major League Soccer | History, Facts, & Teams,” Encyclopedia Britannica, accessed August 13, 
2021, https://www.britannica.com/topic/Major-League-Soccer. 
12 Ibid. 
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a more sustainable manner. The league expanded from its original 10 teams 

strategically placed in strong markets for the sport to grow to its current 27 teams. 

This includes one of the latest additions to the league being the David Beckham 

owned Inter Miami FC located in Miami, Florida. There are several expansion teams 

slated to enter the league in the coming years beyond 2022. 

  

Current Popularity of Soccer in the United States 

 

Major League Soccer attendance has been rapidly increasing and the MLS has 

become one of the top sports leagues in the country ranking among the best in world 

soccer both in terms of the league as well as club level. The 44th monthly report of 

match attendance in football stadia done by the Centre International d’Etude du Sport 

(CIES) revealed despite the number of teams in the MLS increasing, average 

attendance per game has continued to increase and has surpassed the 20,000-spectator 

threshold over the past five years.13 MLS attendance between 2003-2008 and 2013-

2018 has been the second largest growth rate among global leagues with average 

attendance increasing from 15,920 to 21,358, a 34% increase. The only league that 

beat the MLS in terms of growth rates in the same time is the Polish first division 

which saw an increase of 47% from an average of 6,114 to 8,959 spectators. 14 The 

21,358-attendance figure is especially notable as it ranks 8th in the world just behind 

 
13 “Monthly Report 44,” accessed August 13, 2021, https://football-
observatory.com/IMG/sites/mr/mr44/en/. 
14 mlssoccer, “Atlanta United Attendance Ranked Top 10 in World, MLS Is 8th among Leagues | 
MLSSoccer.Com,” Mlssoccer, accessed August 13, 2021, https://www.mlssoccer.com/news/atlanta-
united-attendance-ranked-top-10-world-mls-8th-among-leagues. 
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France’s top division Ligue 1 at 21,556 average attendance. This is even more 

remarkable given that Ligue 1 was officially founded in 1930 and is far more 

established than the MLS with the leagues clubs often competing against the best 

clubs in other highly skilled and established European leagues such as those in 

England, Spain, Italy, Germany, Portugal, and the Netherlands. 

 

The MLS and United States Soccer can clearly compete with the best leagues 

in the world when it comes to domestic average attendance scale. There is untapped 

potential in the US in terms of converting more fans towards the sport whereas in 

many European country most of the population already favors soccer as their number 

one sport and therefore have reached the upper echelon of viewership they can 

garnish. This base of fandom on a domestic league level is what sets up the national 

team of the country to succeed and bring home top honors. Naturally, as fans watch 

their favorite players play at a club level, they continue the progression of following 

them at an international level. This as well as the MLS being strong and similar in 

some ways to the French Ligue 1 is promising towards a bright international future 

both for the United States Men’s National Team (USMNT) and the United States 

Women’s National Team (USWNT). 

 

The Domestic League’s Role in Nurturing the International Team 

 

The way the domestic league is set up is what can pay dividends towards 

international glory in the future. Historically, the highest-ranking clubs in the world 
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come from European leagues in which there is a pyramid structure to the league. For 

example, England has a structure in which the English Premier League is the highest 

tiered league with subsequent leagues underneath going from the second division all 

the way down to semi-professional clubs in the eight division and non-professional 

clubs beyond that. Each of these leagues has at least 20 clubs, which begins to paint a 

picture of how far-reaching soccer can be within a country. On top of that, the league 

pyramid in European countries has a promotion and relegation system. The three 

teams that finish at the bottom of the league in the EPL are relegated to the second 

division with the top three teams from the second division being promoted to the 

EPL. The same occurs for each league level in the English league pyramid allowing 

teams from lower leagues to be promoted towards one day being in the EPL. This not 

only nurtures competition and keeps the top division interesting but also allows for 

smaller clubs with younger talent to gain far more experience than their American 

counterparts. Therefore, a 13–15-year-old playing in the 2nd or 3rd division of the 

English football system will gain far more experience than a similarly aged kid in the 

American system as at that age the league structure is not clear in terms of 

advancement towards professional opportunities and exposure to other highly skilled 

players. 

 

This has not gone unnoticed in the MLS with former international team 

manager of the USMNT and German World Cup winner Jurgen Klinsmann having 

criticized the MLS and US Soccer system as being inadequate for developing youth 

talent. Klinsmann has said that one of America’s biggest challenges is the inability for 
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top young players to reach the highest level of soccer when they choose to play in the 

MLS rather than trying to break into top leagues internationally.15 Although 

England’s lower divisions may be more elite than the lower divisions of other 

European countries such as Portugal, the league structure itself is not always the only 

answer to solving the issue of harnessing youth talent. In fact, many countries have 

created a network of international youth development academies to prevent youth 

talent from falling through the cracks. This helps to capture talent that either cannot 

afford to pay for club academies or lack the resources to practice and nurture their 

talent on their own.  

 

The United States attempted to do this in the past with the U.S. Soccer 

Development Academy (USSDA). This league was formed in 2007 and featured 

youth academies from the MLS as well as the USSDA. The USSDA attempted to 

develop youth talent through professional support, professional resources, and 

education. At its peak the USSDA had gained hundreds of clubs ranging from under-

12 to under-19 players with more than 20,000 players taking part.16 The USSDA had 

already been halted for its 13th season as a result of the global pandemic, but this also 

ended up being its last as the league folded. Much like the leagues that have 

attempted to gain relevance in the past and have folded, one of the USSDA’s ultimate 

downfalls was the lack of unity with other existing governing structures such as the 

 
15 Matthew Futterman, “Klinsmann Remains Critical of MLS,” Wall Street Journal, March 12, 2015, 
sec. Life, accessed August 13, 2021, https://www.wsj.com/articles/klinsmann-remains-critical-of-
major-league-soccer-1426184160. 
16 Brian Straus, “The Development Academy’s Demise and What It Means for U.S. Soccer’s Youth,” 
Sports Illustrated, accessed August 13, 2021, https://www.si.com/soccer/2020/04/16/us-soccer-
development-academy-closing-mls-youth-future. 
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MLS. This, coupled with financial instability and perhaps expanding too rapidly 

ultimately made the league fail. Very shortly after announcing its closure, the MLS 

announced that their very own MLS Next would take its place acting as the premier 

youth development league in the nation. However short the history of the USSDA, it 

did prove to be successful as during its short reign it was able to churn out talent such 

as Christian Pulisic and DeAndre Yedlin among at least two dozen more players that 

eventually made their way to Division I clubs in both domestic and international 

leagues. The USSDA had a schedule that ran for ten-month periods starting in 

September and finishing in July during which each team played between 25 and 30 

games. Although the USSDA oversaw the structure of the schedule for all clubs, the 

clubs themselves had to organize times and locations for each game. The lack of 

leadership down to game times is odd as in European leagues academies are either 

dictated entirely by the club or entirely by the league whereas there was a hybrid 

approach here. MLS Next has only recently started being utilized and has yet to be 

unleashed full force because of coronavirus restrictions but time will tell if it is a 

success. Ultimately, MLS Next is a step in the right direction but leadership and 

detailed planning is required to ensure that it does not meet the untimely demise that 

its predecessor had. As previously mentioned, academies that are managed entirely by 

the national football federation of a country or by the club itself in European leagues 

tend to do well in producing talent.  

 

One of the best examples of this system being implemented comes from a 

country that is not too dissimilar to the United States in terms of number of 
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immigrants living within the country as well as a soccer league that is roughly the 

same size in terms of fandom and viewership, France. France was the most recent 

reigning World Champion having won the FIFA World Cup in Russia in 2018 only 

recently being replaced by Argentina as the World Champions in the World Cup 

hosted by Qatar in 2022. Although they are no longer the current reigning world 

champions, it is important to note that their structure and approach to nurturing its 

players lead the nation to its second consecutive World Cup Final, a feat that had not 

been accomplished in decades. Although their team has been blessed with individual 

talent recently, so too had previous French national teams. The distinguishing factor 

that made this most recent squad successful across two World Cup campaigns is the 

concentrated efforts by the nation to develop its youth talent. In fact, France has been 

ramping up towards developing a World Cup winning team for more than a decade 

largely in thanks to their elite academies spread out through France. In particular, 

there is one academy that is not only ranked number one in France, as it is where their 

senior squad practices, but it is also known as one of the top academies in the world 

for producing unrivaled talent. This academy is called the Institut National du 

Football de Clairefontaine, more commonly known as the INF Clairefontaine, or just 

simply Clairefontaine.  

 

Although France is not nearly as big as the United States, they strategically 

placed a system of thirteen of these elite academies throughout the country. While 

Clairefontaine is located an hour south of Paris, one of the biggest hubs of recent 

French superstars, the other twelve are located near Castemauroou, Chateauroux, 
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Lievin, Dijon, Marseille, Ploufragan, Vichy and Reims, Reunion, Saint-Sebastien-sur-

Loire, Guadeloupe, and Talence. The figure below shows the location of 

Clairefontaine compared to Paris as well as major French clubs as well as the other 

branches of the national academy system. 

 

 

Figure 2: French Club & League Structure (Source: Author) 

 

This model is vital in the development of US soccer as large leagues that 

blanketly cover the entire country have proven time and time again not to work and 

therefore an emphasis needs to be placed on strategically placed hubs. Of course, 

given the history of rapidly expanding league systems in the US and the amount of 

teams that have relocated due to rapid expansion, there would have to be a more 

nuanced approach taken towards an academy system. The first and most elite of these 

academies, the National Academy Center, will act as the primary focal point of the 

US Soccer academy system with further expansion locations coming over the years.  
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In terms of where to place the new National Academy Center (NAC), the east 

coast is the most obvious choice as it is not only densely populated with mega cities 

and a larger population than the Midwest but also is closer to Europe. This is key 

because under FIFA there are a total of six governing bodies that regulate and control 

the game of soccer in their respective regions. The regions are CONCACAF for 

North America, CONMEBOL for South America, UEFA for Europe, CAF for Africa, 

AFC for Asia, and OFC for the Oceanic area off the coast of Australia. The figure 

below highlights which countries fall under each of these six federations. 

 

 

Figure 3: Regional Confederations (Source: Author) 

 
 

 

Although each of these federations has strong teams, historically the teams 

that have advanced the furthest in the FIFA World Cup, and therefore showed their 
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countries have the best talent, have largely been from UEFA and CONMEBOL with 

nations like France, Germany, England, Argentina, and Brazil, advancing far or 

ultimately lifting the coveted World Cup trophy. Therefore, it is clear that the east 

coast of the US is located in a strategic location as it sits on the edge of the 

international soccer corridor between CONCACAF and UEFA.  

 

 

Figure 4: International Soccer Corridor (Source: Author) 

 

The United States international soccer system currently has their National 

Training Center (NTC) at Dignity Health Sports Park in Carson, California. They 

recently also completed their National Training and Coaching Development Center 

(NDC), aimed at developing world class referees and officials, in Kansas City, 

Kansas. Although the placement of these two venues is good in terms of providing 

year-round good weather for the international team in California and centering the 

coaching hub in the middle of the country, a third portion of this system located in 
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DC would begin to complete the trident and could act as the Clairefontaine of US 

Soccer. Given the capital of the US is located amongst one of the more densely 

populated areas in the US, a series of mega cities that are located between DC and 

Boston, Washington, DC presents a great opportunity to begin the process of building 

this academy structure with the establishment of the NAC. 

 

 

 

Figure 5: This map shows the location of the NTC, NDC, and the home of the new DC based NAC in relation to its 
close proximenty to the MLS headquarters located in New York. (Source: Author) 

 

The east coast is also optimal as a study done by WalletHub showed where the 

densest pockets of soccer fans and the strength of soccer lies within the US. 52 key 

metrics were used across 290 US Cities with at least one college or professional 

soccer team across five divisions to determine where the nations soccer hubs are with 
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the smaller the dot, the higher the concentration of fans.17 This generally lines up with 

population trends in the US as the highest concentration of fans are aligned with large 

cities across the US as well as where MLS clubs are located. The graphic below 

shows these hubs and from a quick glance it is easy to see that the overall 

concentration of soccer fans is located along the US east coast. 

 

 

Figure 6: Soccer Popularity by State (Source: Author) 

 

Hence, the United States needs to follow the example set forth by France by 

instituting a system of elite academies that are run entirely by the US Soccer 

Federation (USSF). The elite academy in DC would not only nurture talent but would 

aim to build relationships with European leagues to allow for youth talent to move 

between clubs in Europe and America fluidly. Ultimately, gaining experience as a 

 
17 Adam McCann, “Best Cities for Soccer Fans,” WalletHub, accessed December 20, 2022, 
https://wallethub.com/edu/best-worst-cities-for-soccer-fans/14207. 
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player domestically or abroad provides the same outcome, advancing US Soccer 

towards international glory. 

Chapter 2: Site Analysis 
 

Northeast United States of America 

Proximity to Top European Leagues 

The Northeast of the United States of America holds a strategic advantage to 

hosting the developmental hub of US Soccer in that it is near world class European 

football leagues. The top five soccer leagues in revenue and viewership include the 

English Premier League in England, La Liga in Spain, Bundesliga in Germany, Serie 

A in Italy, and Ligue 1 in France.  

 

Soccer being the most popular sport in these countries adds prominence to 

their national teams as well allowing them to cherry pick the most elite athletes from 

their countries to represent them at an international stage. The athletes that develop 

into world class talent are often ones that have gone through the ranks of youth 

development, playing for club and country at an early age. Soccer academies at 

various clubs within these leagues start accepting kids to develop into athletes at 9 

years old with many of them eventually rising to the top ranks and joining the first 

team, some as young as 16 years old. This is one distinct advantage that young 

developing players abroad have compared to the United States. The same is true for 

other continents such as South America that tends to produce world class talent year 
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after year in often impoverished parts of the country. Although in this case the talent 

might not be developing in state-of-the art facilities, the talent is developing 

nonetheless from the streets of Brazil to any patch of land kids can find to play on in 

Argentina and Colombia.  

 

Given most of the aforementioned European countries are far smaller 

geographically than the US and have elite football clubs, it is easier to centralize a 

development system in key cities that neighbor these clubs. However, the US is both 

grand in scale and lacks a highly developed league. The MLS started in 1993 and 

currently has 27 total teams, having recently added a few teams to the league. 

Although the MLS is starting to attract talent, many of the players that come to play 

for MLS clubs are towards the end of their careers and this has consequently dubbed 

the MLS as a league that stars go to retire. With the correct infrastructure and with 

precedents like top European clubs and their developmental academies being located 

a short flight across the Atlantic, the US East Coast plays a crucial role in the 

development of the MLS. 

 

Northeast Megalopolis 

The US Northeast of the US is far denser in terms of highly populated major cities 

than Midwest, Southern, or Western US with over 50 million residents located in the 

corridor located between Boston and Washington, DC.18 This population accounts for 

 
18 “About: Northeast Megalopolis,” accessed August 13, 2021, 
https://dbpedia.org/page/Northeast_megalopolis. 
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roughly 17% of the US population on less than 2% of the nation’s land area giving 

the Northeast megalopolis a population density of roughly 1,000 people per square 

mile compared to the national average of 80.5 per square mile.19 This stretch of 

urbanized megalopolis cities that includes Northern Virginia, Washington, DC, 

Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York City, and Boston can play a large role in 

acquiring and nurturing soccer at a youth level that eventually raises the level of the 

sport within the country.  

 

Figure 7: The Northeast Megalopolis has over 50 million residents and stretches from Northern Virginia to 
Boston 

 
19 Ibid. 
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Capital Territory 

On top of being in the Northeast megalopolis, Washington, DC plays a crucial 

role in the site selection process as it is the capital of the US. With the United States 

set to host the World Cup in 2026, the stage is primed for US Soccer to make a 

comeback. This site is great for the future home of US Soccer for both the USWNT 

and the USMNT as its situated in the heart of the nation yet on the outskirts of 

downtown DC. The site completes the monumental axis with the Lincoln Memorial 

being on the opposite end and the Washington Monument and Capitol Building being 

in the center. In order to prepare for this, an elite football academy located just a 

minutes’ walk from the existing stadium site could prove to be a pivotal move in 

anticipation of the MLS and US Soccer becoming larger sports domestically and 

abroad. Afterall if the United States knows one thing, it’s competition and the desire 

to be number one. 

The District of Columbia 

Historic Context 

           L ‘Enfant planned the city of Washington, DC to be the permanent seat of the 

government of the United States of America. Bordered by the Potomac River on the 

west and the Anacostia River on the east, L ‘Enfant set out to create a plan that would 

highlight key buildings along critical axis originally starting out with one house for 
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Congress and one house for the President, now known as the Capitol Building and the 

White House respectively.  

 

 

Figure 8: The L 'Enfant Plan (Source: Wikimedia Commons) 

 

This axis in its modern-day form is highlighted with the Lincoln Memorial on the 

western edge. From the Lincoln Memorial comes the Reflecting Pool that leads to the 

manicured lawns of the National Mall with the Washington Monument standing tall 

at the intersection of two axis with the other axis projecting towards the White House. 

Following the axis further east beyond the Washington Monument features more of 

the National Mall which eventually leads to the Capitol Building. Unofficially this is 

where most people that are visiting DC may accept as the end of the axis but, it 

extends beyond the Capitol Building all the way past Lincoln Park and to the banks of 
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the Anacostia River. This site is where RFK Stadium currently sits in disrepair so it’s 

easy to imagine why one would not follow the route from the Lincoln Memorial all 

the way to the RFK Stadium site. However, this also highlights the importance of this 

site and why there must logically be something monumental located here to complete 

the vista and to cap off this axis of monumental importance. Historically, RFK 

stadium has served as this cap but now needs replacement. With the replacement 

comes the opportunity to build a monumental site, accessible by foot, bike, car, and 

various means of public transportation, and acts as the current and future home of US 

Soccer. In fact, this site is very much talked about in the world of architecture. The 

Office for Metropolitan Architecture (OMA) also recognized the importance of this 

site and proposed a master plan of the area in 2016. Although the project is listed as 

currently under development on their website, plans for this extensive of a master 

plan may have fallen through as they have not posted any updates since 2017 and of 

course the pandemic ultimately ended many international projects in their tracks. 
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Figure 9: DC's Monumental Corridor (Source: Author) 

 

Modern Context 

The RFK site offers existing road networks around the site, public transportation in 

the form of the Stadium-Armory Metro directly west of the site, and the potential for 

water taxis and ferries on the Anacostia River on the east in the future. The Stadium-

Armory station is critical to this site as it not only provides easy public transportation 

to and from the site but also has multiple lines running through it in the form of the 

orange line, silver line, and blue line. The figure below shows the location of the 

Stadium Armory Metro station as well as the subsequent Metro stations beyond it. 

The following figure shows half mile and quarter mile radii from each of these 

stations showcasing they are easy to walk to with Stadium Armory being located a 

half mile from the corner of the NAC site. 
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Figure 10: Metro Access - Station Locations (Source: Author) 

 

 
 

Figure 11: Metro Access - Station Walking Distances (Source: Author)  

 

 This site is also located within dozens of bus stops that make accessing streets 

and areas between the metro stations easy with their locations highlighted in red in 
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the figure below. The red dots indicate bus stops with the green ones being located 

within a quarter or half mile radius of the NAC site. 

 

Figure 12: Public Transportation - Bus Access (Source: Author) 

 

National Academy Center 
 

RFK Stadium’s current site provides the perfect site for a first elite US Soccer 

academy, the National Academy Center. The site is well connected to the existing 

road infrastructure and sits near public transportation as previously noted. There is a 

sufficient area around the site for future development of a new national team stadium, 

development of new infrastructure and facilities, and the possibility for extensions to 

the academy and stadium as needed. The NAC would sit on the eastern edge of the 

monumental corridor just above the axis. The Fields at RFK Stadium are a newer 

development that have replaced a previously dilapidated and unused parking lot. 

These fields would be absorbed into the programming of the NAC and used for not 
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only the NAC but also for public programming. The fields already being developed 

means less soccer field infrastructure must be built.  

 
Figure 13: The Fields at RFK Location as Compared to the NAC (Source: Author) 

 

 

The overall NAC site has a northern boundary of Benning Road NE, a southern 

boundary of East Capitol St NE, and a eastern boundary of the Anacostia River. 

Meanwhile, the focused site is bordered by East Capitol St NE to the south, 19th St 

NE to the west, 22nd St NE to the east, and C St NE to the north. The NAC focused 

site sits snug in a lot that is located just north west of RFK Stadium and south west of 

the Fields at RFK. 
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Figure 14: Boundaries of the Overall NAC Site (Source: Author) 

 

 
Figure 15: NAC Focused Site (Source: Author) 

 

 According to the comprehensive plan and future land use map as adopted by 

Washington, DC in December 2012, the immediate RFK site is unzoned and 

dedicated to parks, recreation, and open space. This would require the site to be 
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rezoned to accommodate a mix-used development that would require it to be zoned 

for institutional zoning.20

 

Figure 16: This map shows the future land usage and zoning of this portion of Washington, DC. (Source: DC 
Planning) 

 
Meanwhile, the neighborhoods directly to the north and west of the NAC will remain 

low density residential housing.  

One other issue that arises are the wide streets that currently run through portions of 

the site which carry higher speed traffic. The area is also relatively flat which allows 

for cars to travel at higher speeds as well. There is a proposed solution to this issue 

south of the site with Reservation 13 proposing buffers and other measures to slow 

down traffic. Similar tactics will need to be used on wider, more car heavy streets on 

the northern, western, and eastern edges of the site as well. Long term, with the 

 
20 “Comprehensive Plan - Future Land Use Maps | Op,” accessed August 13, 2021, 
https://planning.dc.gov/page/comprehensive-plan-future-land-use-maps. 
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development of the site and access to and around the neighborhood improving, these 

neighborhoods will begin to benefit as well. Similar design considerations will be 

taken into account for the development of the NAC site. 

 

 

Figure 17: The following diagram describes Ehrenkrantz Eckstut & Kuhn Architects proposal to slowing down a 
wider street and making it more accessible for foot and bike traffic as well. 

Nearby Development 
 
Kingman Park, the neighborhood in which the NAC campus will sit, has a number of 

developments that are happening around it. These range from small scale renovations 

and home purchases to larger developments. Some of these larger developments are 

bringing amenities to this area of DC that begin to tackle issues that were previously 

in the area ranging from a lack of housing to food scarcity as there were previously no 
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grocery stores within a reasonable walking distance of the NAC site. Although the 

developments will begin to address this issue, the development of the NAC site will 

also take this into consideration by building more housing as well as bringing 

amenities to the site such as restaurants and a grocery store.  

 

There are currently various RFP’s out for development of site below RFK collectively 

called the Hill East Campus. Waterfront area is in high demand as Washington, DC, 

continues to have a shortage in housing. 

“Hill East Phase I consists of two buildings totaling 353 units, including 106 

affordable units, currently identified by their parcel designations, F-1 and G-1. 

The District is beginning with the larger of the two buildings on G-1, which 

will provide 262 rental units, approximately 12,000 SF of retail, 111 parking 

spaces and green frontage. The approximate construction cost of G-1 will be 

over $85 million.” 21 

Similar to Hill East, there are a number of other developments in the area around 

Kingman Park as previously mentioned. The series of diagrams below highlight each 

 
21 “Hill East | DC,” accessed August 13, 2021, https://dc.gov/hilleast. 
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of these developments.

 

Figure 18: Recent Development - Kingman Park (Source: Author) 

 

 

Figure 19: Recent Development - H Street Corridor (Source: Author) 
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Figure 20: Recent Development - The Fields at RFK Campus (Source: Author) 

 

Figure 21: Recent Development - Hill East Campus (Source: Author) 
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Figure 22: Recent Development - RFK Stadium Demolition (Source: Author) 

 

 

Figure 23: Recent Development - DC Armory (Source: Author) 
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Opportunities and Constraints 
 
Opportunity: Take Advantage of Nearby Developments 
 

Washington, DC has been expanding recently and trends have shown new 

developments taking place directly on the waterfront. One of the latest developments 

in the area is The Wharf while Navy Yard continues to be built upon sitting just south 

of the Capitol Building. With Hill East having been master planned, the immediate 

site above it in the form of RFK Stadium and the site of the National Academy Center 

is prime for development. The draft master plan of Hill East Waterfront includes 3.2 

million gsf for health care uses, clinics and offices, approximately 800 residential 

dwelling units and 35,200 gsf for retail construction.  

 
Opportunity: Completion of Monumental Axis 
 
The development of the RFK site, Hill East to its south, and the connection of these 

two sites to Kingman Park to the north; Lincoln Park to the west; and Greenway, Fort 

Dupont, and Benning to the East can create a new focal point for sports in DC. 

Although sports, as the center piece of the new developments, would be a large 

portion of the programming, the neighborhood would benefit from being revitalized 

and with the activation of a site that sits largely empty and inaccessible by foot.  

Opportunity: DC Sports Hub 
 
The addition of an elite soccer academy would begin to cement the southern crescent 

waterfront area of DC as the sports hub with DC United, Washington Nationals, and 

finally an elite US Soccer academy being the anchor tenants to much of the 

revitalization taking place around their respective sites.  
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Opportunity: Connectivity to DC at Large 
 
The restructuring of streets to create a safer walker environment will help to connect 

the RFK site to the remainder of DC. Additionally, the creation of walkways, 

pedestrian bridges, and sidewalks will encourage walking over driving and can help 

to reduce traffic congestion in this area that can be a choke point to traffic entering 

DC before the workday and leaving DC after the workday.  

 

Constraint: 100 and 500-Year Flood Plain 
 
This portion of Washington, DC sits along the banks of the Anacostia River which is 

susceptible to 100 and 500-year floodplain risks. A 100-year floodplain is an are that 

is prone to flooding during a 100-year storm. A 100-year storm is defined as a storm 

that has a 1% likelihood of taking place any given year. Similarly, a 500-year 

floodplain is an area of land that is prone to flooding during a 500-year flood which 

has roughly a 0.2% chance of occurring each year. Although the probability of these 

events seem low due to their percentages, unfortunately more and more severe storms 

have been taking place as a result of global warming. On top of that there are a 

number of man-made issues present on this site. Mainly, all the asphalt that is present 

to provide for parking lots surrounding RFK Stadium. This makes the area even more 

prone to flooding events as well as delayed water run-off.  
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Figure 24: The blue represents a 100-year floodplain while the orange represents a 500-year floodplain 

 

Although the site of the main academy itself would remain relatively unharmed, at 

least directly from the floodplain itself, the Fields at RFK are directly in both the 100 

and 500-year floodplains as shown above.  
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Existing Conditions 

The following pictures were taken during a site visit to the RFK campus including the 

Fields at RFK, East Capitol Street, and the parking lot on which the NAC will be 

developed. 

 

Figure 25: The Fields at RFK (Source: Author) 

 

 
Figure 26: RFK Stadium as seen from E Capitol St (Source: Author) 
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Figure 27: E Capitol St (Source: Author) 

 
Figure 28: Ventilation Grate for the Metro Line (Source: Author) 
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Figure 29: RFK Empty Parking Lot (Source: Author) 
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Chapter 3: Precedent Analysis 

Institut National du Football de Clairefontaine – Clairefontaine-en-Yvelines, France 

 

 

Figure 30: This is what players arrive to when entering the Clairefontaine. The rustic look of this academy makes 
the players feel at ease and hides the views of the numerous fields behind it. 

The Clairefontaine, viewed from the exterior above22, is one of Europes most elite 

soccer academies having brought through its ranks dozens of superstars. Throughout 

the years, two sets of these classes have helped France to win two World Cup trophies 

with the latest triumph happening in 2018 and the first win coming in 1988. The 

squad that won in 2018 also made it to the finals and finished second to Argentina in 

2022.  

 
22 Département des Yvelines, FFF Clairefontaine, photo, February 17, 2017, accessed December 20, 
2022, https://www.flickr.com/photos/yvelines/32141850683/. 
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The facility, covering 62 hectares of land in the middle of a forest only an hour away 

from Paris, features high level facilities throughout its program. This ranges from 

high quality practice and training facilities to high quality hotels for the players to rest 

at in between practice. The academy focuses on four core missions: playing at the 

highest level possible, training as hard as possible, researching and developing the 

best techniques to help their players grow, and welcoming cultures from all over. 23 In 

fact, the number of French players that have gone through Clairefontaine with parents 

that were born in other countries is really high. A large percentage of the French team 

that won the world cup in both 1988 and 2018 came from Arab and African countries.  

 

The academy features 62 hectares of land total tucked away inside of a forest, it has 

22,600 m2 of synthetic fields, 65,000 m2 of lawns, 9 total soccer fields, 2 

amphitheaters, 7 different residences and 198 rooms featuring 300 beds. The facility 

is used year-round with 55 weeks of training a year, hosts 300 events a year, hosts 

40,000 guests for overnight stays a year, caters to 60,000 visitors as the public can 

buy tickets to visit this prestigious academy, and delivers 100,000 meals a year. All in 

all, the most elite academy in France is used very heavily and offers the most elite 

facilities.24 

 
 
 
 
 

 
23 “The Center: FFF,” accessed August 13, 2021, https://www.cnf-clairefontaine.com/le-centre/. 
24 Ibid. 
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In terms of sports facilities the academy boasts a world class program featuring: 
 

• 11 football pitches: 4 natural grass, 2 Desso Grass Master reinforced turf 

pitches including 1 honor pitch with a 520-seat grandstand, 3 FIFA 2 * 

approved synthetic pitches including 1 covered and 2 small football pitches 

including 1 Five. Our grounds are sounded and lit to offer you maximum 

comfort. 

• 1 gymnasium to Futsal standards and allowing the practice of "indoor" sports 

• 1 athletics track of 400m 

• 1 weight room 

• 1 FIFA Medical Center of Excellence certified medical center 

• 14 changing rooms and 5 massage rooms25 

 

St Georges Park – Burton upon Trent, Staffordshire, England 

St Georges Park is the English Football Associations response to the Clairefontaine as 

it loos to replicate the success that has been developed in France but in the heart of 

the English countryside. This 330 acre facility was opened in October 2012 with the 

purpose of it to serve as the headquarters for coaching and development work for all 

28 England national football teams ranging from men’s and women’s under 17 

squads to senior squads. 

 
25 Ibid. 
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Figure 31: St James Park During Construction (Source: Wikimedia) 

 
Saint James Park takes a unique shape stretching across acers of land as shown 
above.26 

 
26 redboxdesigngroup, English:  Aerial Photograph of St George’s Park Taken May 2012, May 23, 
2012, Own work, accessed December 20, 2022, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:St_Georges_Park_Aerial_May_2012.jpg. 
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Atlanta United FC Academy – Marietta, GA, USA 

Atlanta United is a club that was only recently added to the MLS as an expansion 

club. Located in Atlanta, Georgia, it boasts a brand new stadium that it shares with 

the Falcons of the NFL, the Mercedes-Benz Stadium, and also has a brand new 

academy facility located in Marietta, Georgia. This new club was only added to the 

MLS in 2014 but has already seen a huge injection of cash into it show casing how 

popular the sport of soccer is becoming in the United States. The injection of cash as 

well as the brand new stadium and academy facilities has already paid dividends as 

Atlanta United FC won the MLS cup only 1 year after their first season winning the 

cup in 2018. Their training ground, finished in 2017 for their inaugural season, is 

called Atlanta United Training Ground and is 30,000 square feet. The first team 

locker room features 22-foot ceilings with 14 windows to allow in natural lighting.27 

Coaches at the club that have played in Europe mentioned this was a big addition as 

locker rooms tend to be musty and dark. The room is in the shape of circle to give 

importance to every single player and to allow for engagement rather than players 

inevitably being stuck in corners and not feeling as part of the team.  

 

The academy also features six academy locker rooms, a full service kitchen and 

dining room with balcony access, show field featuring a 2,500 seat stand and separate 

 
27 “Atlanta United Training Ground Designers Talk Favorite Facility Features,” TVSdesign 
Architecture & Design, last modified April 12, 2017, accessed August 13, 2021, 
https://tvsdesign.com/atlanta-united-fc-training-ground-designers-talk-favorite-facility-features/. 
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pavilion for viewing and scouting, and a sports science facility that includes a double 

height gym space and two hydrotherapy plunge pools 

Chapter 4: Programming Analysis 

Academy Scale Program 

This thesis is looking into ways to promoting excellence in youth soccer development 

while benefitting its immediate context. Although soccer academies exist in the US at 

club level, none exist at an elite national team level and that is the aim of this project. 

In coming up with a program for the proposed building, numerous precedents were 

considered mainly Clairefontaine in France, St Georges Park in England, and Atlanta 

United Academy in Marietta, Georgia. The National Academy Center (NAC) will 

feature the following as part of its approximately 50,000 square foot program: 

• 2 new on-site fields with 5 already existing near the site 

• First team locker room 

• Academy locker rooms 

• Full-service kitchen and dining rooms 

• Sports science facilities including a gym and training room 

• Recovery room with advance technology like a hydrotherapy room 

• Healthcare center 

• Changing rooms 

• Gymnasium 

• Equipment storage 

• Leisure rooms 
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• Study rooms 

• Assembly halls 

• Film room 

• Offices 

• Meeting rooms 

• Boarding rooms for extended stays 
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Chapter 6: Design Proposal 
 
Site Design 
 

 
Figure 32: Site Map (Source: Author) 

 
The site will be phased into three different phases with phase one consisting 

of the NAC as well as the accompanying field to its north. Phase one will act as the 

anchor for the site, unifying the fields at RFK with the NAC and providing an anchor 

for the rest of the development. Phase I contains the academy and all of its 

programming, housing for players that live on campus, healthy food options for the 

users of the academy as well as visitors, and the northern public field. Phase two will 
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feature the Flats at Kingman Park, an apartment building that will bring with it more 

rentable units, street level shops and restaurants, and a grocery store that will address 

this areas lack of healthy grocery store options. Finally, phase three will see the north 

west corner of the lot being developed into two more mixed use developments with a 

hotel that will be developed across National Way. National Way and Champions 

Lane are two new streets that are designed to provide access to the site for both foot 

traffic as well as vehicular traffic and are fed into by E Capitol St NE, Constitution 

Ave NE, and 19th ST NE.  

 

Figure 33: Phase I (Source: Author) 
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Figure 34: Phase II (Source: Author) 

  

Figure 35: Phase III (Source: Author) 
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This site is perfect for an elite national academy largely because of its 

placement close to the potential site of a national soccer stadium. The Fields at RFK 

provide high quality fields that have been recently built. These fields are located 

within a short walking distance from the academy and need only basic infrastructure 

to support. One such piece of infrastructure would be a bolstered street presence 

around the perimeter of the academy as well as leading up to the fields beyond it. The 

streets surrounding it are currently in disrepair, largely due to the inactivity in the area 

since RFK closed, and would require repaving, improving on sidewalk infrastructure, 

creating more visible street crossings, added signage for said crossings, and a better 

street crossing sign with more frequent crossings when the button to cross is pushed. 

Furthermore, the streets in this area would benefit from natural shading systems in the 

form of trees that can make the walking experience more enjoyable, limit noise 

pollution, and increase air quality in the area. 
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Street Section Development 
 

 

Figure 36: This Proposed Street Section for new Street Cutting Through NAC Site (Source: Author) 

 
 
Site programming will require work in order to make the area around the academy 

more accessible, especially the fields that are tucked away closer to the Anacostia 

River. This will include the following: 

 

• Safety signage 
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• Planting trees 

• Outdoor lighting 

• Large nets to prevent flying balls from entering the roadways 

• Rumble strips and speed bumps to ensure cars are following speed limits 

Parking lots near the fields for direct and overflow parking 
 
 

The proposed street section above shows the addition of new landscaping such 

as trees and local plants, a manicured sidewalk that allows for safer commute by foot 

for pedestrians using the site, travel lanes for cars with available street parking lanes 

to prevent traffic build up, and street front access to shops and other amenities.  

 

Site Considerations 

As previously mentioned, the proximity of the Anacostia River presents the 

danger of flooding; however, in anticipation of this, the NAC is purposely being built 

on higher elevation to the Fields at RFK. This means that while the 100-year and 500-

year flood can and will affect the Fields at RFK, these fields are meant to be 

sacrificial in the event of a flood as there are no major structures on-site. The Fields at 

RFK can therefore be abandoned and then recovered after a flooding even while the 

NAC will act as a permanent non-sacrificial area that occupants can find refuge in. 

The flood plains and the sacrificial grounds are highlighted in the diagrams below. 
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Figure 37: Existing Site Satellite Image (Source: Google Maps) 

 

 

Figure 38: 100 & 500 Year Floodplains (Source: Author) 
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Figure 39: Sacrificial Grounds (Source: Author) 
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Parti Development 
 
The parti for the NAC was developed in response to many site elements that guided 

the design language of the building. The beginning design guideline was the location 

of the NAC on the corner of 22nd St and E Capitol St, requiring a cut and a face that 

points towards the existing RFK stadium. The metro line running below the site 

required an easement which created the blocked form to be split into two diagonally. 

The main soccer field being inserted into the middle provided an opportunity to pull 

back the buildings massing and left pinch points that needed to be alleviated, and 

finally the notion of bringing the field and outdoor elements to the inside of the 

buildings while creating and maintaining views with the main field, secondary field, 

and general connection to nature dictated the final shape that the building took. Below 

are diagrams that show the parti development of the building as well as the final 

shape of the building as seen from its four corners.  
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Figure 40: Parti Development 1 (Source: Author) 

 

Figure 41: Parti Development 2 (Source: Author) 
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Figure 42: Parti Development 3 (Source: Author) 

 

Figure 43: Parti Development 4 (Source: Author) 
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Figure 44: Parti Development 5 (Source: Author) 

 
 

 
Figure 45: Parti Development 6 (Source: Author) 
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Figure 46: Parti Development 7 (Source: Author) 

 

 
Figure 47: Parti Development 8 (Source: Author) 
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Figure 48: Parti Development 9 (Source: Author) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 49: NAC Southwestern Corner (Source: Author) 
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Figure 50: NAC Southeastern Corner (Source: Author) 

 

 
 

Figure 51: NAC Northeastern Corner (Source: Author) 
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Figure 52: NAC Northwestern Corner (Source: Author) 
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NAC Design 
 

Although the NAC may be centered physically around a central soccer field, 

the primary purpose of the facility is to provide a world class learning experience to 

tis students and staff in both the educational and sports realm. This is accomplished 

through the strategic stacking of programming in the facility that allows for students 

to be surrounded by both sport and education while maintaining a close connection 

with their peers and mentors. 

 
Figure 53: Site Section (Source Author) 

 
The site section shown above shows the stacking of the building with the first two 

floors with taller ceilings. These two floors are the primary learning spaces for 

students and act as learning spaces for their regular education as well as for sports 

education. The third floor is reserved for administration while the fourth and fifth 

floors are for residential. The diagram below highlights a floor by floor breakdown.  
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Figure 54: NAC Programming by Floor (Source: Author) 

 
The floor organizing was laid out strategically as to allow soccer to occupy the entire 

first floor and therefore maintain a connection with the central soccer field outside. 

This way the gyms and locker rooms can pour outside as needed to utilize indoor and 

outdoor practices. The second-floor servers as an educational floor that provides 

students with a regular education they would receive if they were attending their 

regular school systems. This includes classes including but not limited to math, 

geography, chemistry, history, and biology. The administrative floor is sandwiched in 

between the residential and educational floors as to provide abundant care for all 

students and to for coaching staff, educational staff, and general mentors to be 

available to students throughout the day. Finally, the residential floors are for students 

that are choosing to live on campus and want to maximize their time at the NAC or 

for students that are from other parts of the country that need local housing.  

 

The programming for this thesis is critical as it should provide abundantly what an 

athlete would require if they were choosing to attend the NAC over other 

international academies. The ability to attract athletes often depends on the facilities 

available as well as what the program can provide. The NAC aims to accommodate 

both of these things to students in order for the US to retain its own soccer talent but 
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also to attract talent from abroad. The program of the NAC is as followed as we 

follow a student, Ali, around for his typical day at the state-of-the-art facility.  

 

 

Figure 55: Day in the Life of Ali (Source: Author) 

 
Ali begins his day at 7:30 am at the locker rooms that are located under the 

grandstands on which visitors would sit on as they cheer their team onwards. The 

locker room contains all of the facilities as stipulated by FIFA for official stadiums 

that host World Cup games. This includes lockers, physio rooms, coaching areas, as 

well as a bonus lounge for students. The locker rooms are divided into two groups of 

three with each wing of the trio containing its own programming. The two groups are 

separated by design in order for one to be for the home team while the other is for the 

away team. In both groups, the coaching suite is for the coaching staff and is situation 

in close proximity to the dressing room and players lounge in order to allow for 

access to players. It features a primary office, a private bathroom for coaching staff, a 
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lounge area, TVs to watch highlights and games, as well as large floor to ceiling 

windows to not only allow light in but also to keep an eye on the players on the 

primary field outside. The locker room has bathroom and shower facilities and 

features a one-way light well that lines the top of the stands to allow for natural 

lighting in. Finally, the players lounge is aimed to give athletes a place to relax and 

strategize as they await kick-off time. 

 

Figure 56: Locker Room Programming (Source: Author) 
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Figure 57: Locker Room Prep (Source: Author) 

  

 

Figure 58: Locker Room Render (Source: Author) 

 

The locker rooms are placed under the grandstands intentionally as to provide 

energy to the players as their fans are directly above them cheering them on. The 
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stand itself becomes a coach in a way that is urging the players onwards. Each noise 

and vibration players hear is meant to mimic the sound they would hear in a full 

80,000 capacity stadium when they make it to an elite level of soccer. The kinetic 

lights above them that are meant to twirl and shake with each jumping fan above 

them dance as the players get more and more hyped up to enter the playing field. A 

section of the stand cut through a locker room shows the atmosphere that would be 

created before, during, and after a game. 

 

 
 

Figure 59: Locker Room Atmosphere During Game Time (source: Author) 
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From there, Ali makes his way to training which can happen in the larger group 

conditioning gym located on the southern edge of the facility or the focused and more 

individualized training area next to the locker room. The group conditioning area also 

features a sunken soccer pit that allows for users to practice their skills while maintain 

a visual with the outdoor field. This field can be used for skill practices, smaller 

format games, drills, training that imitates outdoor training, or for recovering players 

to practice on their own.  

 

 

Figure 60: Training Session (Source: Author) 

 
At 9:45 am Ali stops by the publicly accessible NAC Café before making his way to 

level 2 for classes from 10 am to 2 pm. On his way between these classes, he’s able to 

maintain a visual with the main soccer field at the center of the campus which 

motivates him to continue to work even harder towards his goals. 12 pm is when 

students break for lunch at the private student only NAC Café. On his breaks, Ali can 
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also stop and rest or catch up with his friends on the grand stadium seating staircases 

that stretch from floor to floor. These staircases not only allow for impromptu study 

sessions but also seating areas for students to get lectures from coaches and teachers. 

 

 

Figure 61: Public Cafe (Source Author) 
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Figure 62: Second Floor Classrooms (Source: Author) 

 

 
Figure 63: Corridors with Views of Main Field (Source: Author) 
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Figure 64: Private NAC Café (Source: Author) 

 

 

Figure 65: Large Stairways for Vertical Circulation (Source: Author) 

 
After classes, Ali has an opportunity to get individualized coaching and mentoring at 

2 pm which is then followed by afternoon training. Afternoon training, depending on 
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the weather and the goals of the training session can take place on one of three indoor 

futsal fields on the second floor or on the main outdoor field at the heart of the 

campus.  

 
Figure 66: Sports Mentoring (Source: Author) 

 

 
Figure 67: Afternoon Training (Source: Author) 
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Figure 68: Indoor Futsal Fields (Source: Author) 

 

 
 

Figure 69: Outdoor Fields (Source: Author) 
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After an intense day of training and practice at 5 pm, Ali has a chance to recover with 

the NAC placing a strong emphasis on active recovery to promote a healthier living 

and playing lifestyle. This can be done in one of three places: the group hydrotherapy 

area across the main gym, focused individualized hydrotherapy rooms, or with 

physios individually depending on each players needs and condition. While accessing 

these areas, Ali and the other athletes at the NAC have the ability to maintain a visual 

connection with the outdoor field and continue to envision themselves playing on the 

big stage.  

 

 

Figure 70: Group Hydrotherapy (Source: Author) 
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Figure 71: Focused Hydrotherapy (Source: Author) 

 

 
Figure 72: Physiotherapy (Source: Author) 
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Figure 73: Visual Connection to the Big Stage (Source: Author) 

 
Finally, after recovery Ali can choose to spend his free time studying, spending time 

with his friends, shopping at the ground level Nike facility for supplies or 

volunteering at the Nike Sports Research Lab to learn more about how he can 

improve his game. He can also take one of many available public transportation 

options to head into the city to watch DC United play or spending time on the 

residential floors where he lives watching movies in the movie room, or relaxing in 

his room which also features views of the fields below.  
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Figure 74: Nike Rise Store (Source: Author) 

 

 
Figure 75: Nike Sports Research Lab (Source: Author) 
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Figure 76: Residential (Source: Author) 

 
  In terms of materiality, the NAC is built using a simple trio of materials which 

consists of stone, red bricks that are painted white along columns to highlight the 

presence of the structure as well as to emphasis verticality throughout the building. 

These white painted bricks also help to break up the façade by creating bays that the 

building programming sits within. Finally, the white bricked columns are an ode to 

RFK Stadiums large white painted structural elements ascending to meet the crown of 

the stadium. 
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Figure 777: Materiality (Source: Author) 

  

Meanwhile, the large rectangular window cut outs are to match the rectangular 

punch outs on the DC Armory allowing for some symmetry across East Capitol St to 

exist while still creating a unique style for the NAC. The vertical white painted, but 

now rusting, metal structure of RFK stadium and the rectangular punch outs of the 

DC Armory can be seen below.

 

Figure 788: RFK & DC Armory Design Language (Source: Author) 
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Conclusion 
 

The United States of America has a disjointed methodology to developing its 

youth talent. While most elite European clubs and nations have centralized means and 

methods to develop their youth system, the US has multiple routes that are often 

fractured and don’t lead to the same outcome of becoming an elite player. The 

National Academy Center aims to change that by creating the nations very first US 

Soccer backed elite academy for the best talent to be nurtured from across the nation 

and internationally. This academy aims to give those that don’t have the resources 

otherwise to have a shot at a professional career in soccer. Whether these kids are 

discovered playing street soccer or while playing for a formal team, the program at 

the NAC is meant to put everyone on a level footing that allows them to rise to the 

top rather than fall through the cracks. Much like the Clairefontaine in France, this 

academy will become synonymous with success, and not only will that attract more 

players to the US for development but also elevate US Soccer to a level of prestige 

that it has yet to achieve.  
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Appendices 
 

 

Figure 79: Section A First Half (Source: Author) 

 

Figure 80: Section A Second Half (Source: Author) 

 

 

Figure 81: Section B: First Half (Source: Author) 
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Figure 82: Section B: Second Half (Source: Author) 

 

 

Figure 83: West Wing Suites Floor 3-5 (Source: Author) 
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Figure 84: Roof Mechanical Units (Source: Author) 
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Figure 85: Typical Structural Grid (Source: Author) 

 

 
 

Figure 86: KickOff, an app, can be used by athletes schedule management, booking mentorship help, booking 
local games, and soccer related social media. (Source: Author) 
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Figure 87: Phasing Renders. Phase I: National Academy Center. Phase II: The Flats at Kingman Park. (Source: 
Author) 
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